CHAPTER 1

• Some people make short films just to create.
Is that you?

GET A GOAL OR BE A
GONER

• Some people make short films to practice
their craft. Is that you?
• Some people make short films to get interest
in their career. Is that you?

(preliminary first step to keep you focused)

• Some people make short films as a proof-ofconcept for their feature. Is that you?

I know this probably makes you feel like you’re back
in junior high, and I’m that really annoying teacher
who’s on your case, but seriously:
“What is your goal, what are you gonna do
with your film? Focus ya delinquent!”

• Some people make short films because they
can’t afford to make long ones. Is that you?
• Some people make short films because…
You get my drift.
Figure out why you made your film. When you fig-

Trust me, kids, having a goal is gonna make ev-

ure out why you made it, you can figure out what you

erything so much easier. You put so much time into

want from it – your goal – and that will drive you and

making your short, but the true marathon is the next

your strategy.

eighteen months after you’ve finished it. There will be
a massive amount of work to do to give it a life.

Why do you need a goal and a strategy?

If you look around at the films that succeed it’s not

Promoting a film is tons of work and the only thing

just about quality (there are thousands of good flicks

that will keep you doing that work, which is absolute-

that never see the light of day and plenty of bad ones

ly exhausting, is a clear reason to do so - a goal. The

that do), it is also about the filmmaker’s goal – know-

only way you are going to achieve that goal or have a

ing what they want to achieve.

chance at it, is with strategy. If you have no goal, you
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are not going to do all the heavy lifting that’s required

1. Email every blogger and magazine I could

to make it a success. You are going to skip doing

find that wrote about horror/cult film to get

social media, you are going to skip entering festivals

them to review it – why? Maybe some producer out there would read about Lunch Ladies

that require too much work and you are going to give

and want to make it.

up with a few rejections.

2. Prove Lunch Ladies has a market all over the
world and money can be made (this is more

Further, if you don’t know what your goal is you will
not know what strategy to use to achieve what you

drivel the industry loves to spout - that com-

want and that will frustrate you.

edy doesn’t play overseas) – this drove my
strategy to get the film in as many fests all
over the world.

Figure out first and foremost why you made your
film.

3. Have a great IMDb page1 – Put up photos,
film fest release dates, reviews, awards, key

For example, I’m a screenwriter who made a film

words, special thanks, etc. I figured anyone

(vs. the director who usually makes the film – more

wanting to finance my feature would first go

on that in Chapter 10). I wanted to get interest in my

to my IMDb page to check out the short.

feature screenplay – Lunch Ladies – a surreal, quirky

4. Make a website – Show industry folks how

comedy/horror with two middle-aged female leads, but

I would market the film because unless they

the industry would often tell me there was no market.

see the potential, they won’t get it (I had a
school store, hairnet club, fan art page, geog-

I got sick of hearing that nonsense, so I decided I
would save my money and make a proof-of-concept
short based on the feature to show the powers that be

raphy lesson, announcements and more).
5. Build a fan base – Get busy on social media
so I can find my target audience (it becomes

that there were plenty of people who would pay to see

crystal clear who that is when you see who

Lunch Ladies – and they should fund it.

follows you) and fans. If I know my target

Every step of the process after the short was in the
can was with this goal in mind:
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IMDb – Internet Movie Database – this is explained in
more depth in Chapter 2.
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audience, I know who to market it to. If a

ride - who knows what the future brings and when it

producer knows there is a fan base and who

will happen or if it opens the door to something else?

they are, that helps to get it made.
6. BE SEEN! It had to be seen. Not sit on my
hard drive. It must play everywhere it could

Why did you make your film and what is
your goal?

no matter how small or how big – because
someone may see it and help.

GET A FLIPPING GOAL!

The goal of getting a feature made influenced all
my choices in the festival run and gave me a strategy. I wanted to make the feature so bad that it kept
me focused and excited, even when I was exhausted
and didn’t want to work. I would come home from my
day job, write blogs for my website (each took about
two hours and I wrote over 200 over the course of the
film), post on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, populate
my Pinterest page, write reviewers, talk to fans, talk
to other filmmakers, see other filmmakers’ films, do
interviews, and generally bop ‘til I dropped.
I am certain a huge part of Lunch Ladies’ success
on the circuit was because of what I did above. The
film is great (remember, you gotta love your film), but
there are lots of great films. It’s the work I did that
took it to the next level.
Have I achieved my goal of getting the feature
made? Not yet, but I’m still trying and having a great
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